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Unlock the value of Splunk®
SmartStore with IBM Cloud
Object Storage
Highlights
• Scale compute and storage
independently to optimize
resources

• Optimize hot tier for
compute and I/O resources

• Leverage efficeincy of IBM
COS and single copy data
protection

• Reduced storage cost and
provide a lower TCO for
Splunk deployments

• Optimize current resources
with flexible per-index
settings

• Leverage IBM COS parallel
access architecture

• Leverage IBM COS high
data durability and
availability

• Keep data secure with
inflight and at-rest
encryption

• Nondisruptive storage
growth to exabyte
scalability

• Faster recovery from
indexer node failure

Lower TCO with an industry leader in
Object Storage
Spend less and get more by decoupling compute
and storage
Today’s Splunk deployments are being stretched as the
storage demand is outpacing the compute demand, rendering
the traditional deployment model unsustainable for large
data volumes. To address this challenge of large-scale data
management while maintaining performance and improving
cost, Splunk introduced the new SmartStore feature as part
of its core Splunk Enterprise product.
Splunk SmartStore is a new architecture with a distributed
scale out model that provides improved data management
that brings data closer to the compute on-demand, provides
a high degree of compute/storage elasticity and makes it
incredibly cost efficient to achieve longer data retention at
scale.
Splunk SmartStore maximizes data management flexibility
while maintaining search performance and allowing compute
(CPUs) and storage tiers to be independently scaled based on
business demands. SmartStore automatically evaluates
users’ data access patterns to determine which data needs to
be accessible for real-time analytics in the indexing tier, and
which data should reside in lower cost, long-term remote
storage, IBM Cloud Object Storage.
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A better way to optimize Splunk infrastructure with IBM Cloud Object Storage
This new indexer capability called SmartStore provides a way to use remote object stores, such
as IBM Cloud Object Storage (COS) to be the repository for warm/cold data. Hot and recently
read data are always on the indexers, ensuring that recent data is always accessible. IBM COS
serves as the remote storage tier storing older datasets for long-term retention while providing
high availability and data durability at a significantly lower price point. When older datasets are
read, the SmartStore cache pulls in those respective datasets using prefetching and parallel
fetch techniques, to reduce cache misses and ensure minimal impact on the search
performance. In addition, the SmartStore cache pulls in only relevant datasets as required by
the search, further optimizing and reducing the impact of fetching remote datasets.
Using a new remote storage tier (IBM Cloud Object Storage) and a cache manager, SmartStore
optimizes data placement between local storage on the indexers and the remote storage to
deliver optimal performance for data that resides both locally and on IBM COS.

Optimizing Splunk Enterpise with SmartStore

With SmartStore, you can reduce the indexer storage footprint to a minimum and choose I/O
optimized compute resources. Most data resides on remote storage, while the indexer
maintains a local cache that contains a minimal amount of data.
Using Splunk with SmartStore, local storage can be easily extended with IBM Cloud Object
Storage as a Warm Bucket. Since most Splunk searches will be on recently indexed data, this
allows for fast searches from local storage. Splunk’s Cache Management Layer is central to the
SmartStore data flow, and it evicts older/less searched copies of indexed data from cache. The
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Cache Manager also fetches copies of indexed data from IBM COS, as necessary, to handle
search requests.
IBM COS minimizes data on expensive primary storage, while maintaining fast indexing and
search. Splunk claims that except in a few uncommon scenarios, indexers return search results
for SmartStore enabled indices with speeds similar to those for non SmartStore indices.

IBM Cloud Object Storage with Splunk Enterprise

Current Splunk customers can enable SmartStore for all indexes or for a subset of indexes. This
allows customers to start using the SmartStore capabilities leveraging current assets or
replacing current assets as desired.

IBM Cloud Object Storage customers save

A customer success story with IBM Storage and Splunk SmartStore
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A financial services enterprise leveraged Splunk SmartStore and IBM Cloud Object Storage to
lower the cost of their Splunk deployment. The cost was growing too fast and so IT needed a
better solution that would sustain growth in a more cost-effective way.

An IBM Splunk Customer

Customer benefits from IBM and Splunk
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Why IBM?

For more information

IBM offers an industry-leading and most
comprehensive object storage for AI, Big
Data and secondary storage. IBM Cloud
Object Storage provides data that is
accessible from any network-accessible
location with simplicity and efficiency to
lower cost. With proven scalability to PB and
even EB capacity, our solution provides a
strong foundation to keep your data safe and
available for more than a lifetime.
With IBM’s industry-leading object storage
platform, you can select the best
configuration and approach to address the
unique application, data and workload
requirements of your business.

IBM Cloud Object Storage Marketplace:

IBM Cloud Object Storage has been tested
and validated with Splunk SmartStore in our
application integration and testing lab and
has one of the first customer success
examples using Splunk SmartStore in
production.

Next steps
IBM Cloud Object Storage with Splunk
Architectural and Configuration Guide
Business Value of IBM Cloud Object
Storage
IBM Cloud Object Storage Solutions Guide

Summary of IBM and Splunk SmartStore
solution:
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